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A NOTE ON THE OPERATION OF HEA.T SENSITIVE LINE DETECTORS

by

R. W. Pio.kard

1. Introduction

Heat sensitive fire 'detectors depend for their operation on the increase in
temperature of a sensitive element, due to heat transfer from the hot gases
rising from a fire. This increase rellults in' a change in some physical property
of the element which causes the' alarm' to be given. In many designs of detector
the element. is small and is affected only 'by air te~erature' changes in its
immediate vicinity. Such detectors are described as ·'point' orlspot' detectors.•
In other detectors the element extends: linearly over a' large ceiling area and is i

therefore, subject to the varying air temperature conditions' over this area.

The cumulative effect on the element under thefle cOI}cl1-~ions :will differ from
1;oot on a point detectOr, which has already been studied\;I)l2) mainly in two
respects. First the rate of rise Of ~ir te~erature to which the element is
subjected will vary over its length 3) and secondly the temperature rise at any
point in the element may depend amongst other factors on the conduction of heat
along the element.'

In the following analysis the ~ortance of these factors is exam; ned in
relation to possible methods of aaaeasd.ng the performance of this ty,pe of
detector.

2. Theoretical
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Fig., 1 represents a section of a line detector element. of length 2ol. ,
diameter. ~r, constructed of a material with thermal cond~tiv.i.ty K, densityf
and spacdf'Lo heat c. We sllall assume that the ends of the element are'
maintained at a constant temperature and that the air temperature rise, to w~ch
any elemental·,section of the element, is subjected, varies linearly with :time~l)



The rate of ris., of ajr temperature O<oc. at any point X. will be assumed
to be a f'unction of X. only, this function being symmetrical about the
point x. .. 0 Neglecting radiation and ccnveotd.on losses, the' conduction
equation m~ be written

where e is the temperature rise of' the element at any point X
and time t,

and H

Hence

is the heat transfer coefficient between the air and the
element.

;2. H (O<x.-C .. e) + K v£!..= Yj>C.~

Applying the Laplace 'transformation to Equation (2)
usual notation

••••••.• (2)

we obtain, with the

...... "...... (3)2;1 (0:.)" - e)+ K'tcL~e = 'l"j>Cpe_ -p- a;;:;.
where e is the Laplace transform of e
To solve Equation (3) it is necessary to insert the form of O<x

Experiments have shown that if the point JC=Ois vertically above a fire
then the air temperature rise at any instant can be expected to decrease
as ::x.. increases to ~ e. A form of 0(:lC between X,~ 0 and X= £. ,
which I'Us the experimental results approximately and enables Equation (3)
to be solved is

and ;3

where 0<0 is the rate of rise of air temperature directly
above a fire

is a constant which depends on the height and
oonfiguration of the ceiling near which the element
Ls mount.ed ,

Substituting this form of 0(;,:. in Equation (3) gives

where

and

)..- ).-

ds-o-$
d-:x;, ~,

0.,>-: 2H +,e.£.k
K.Y' ' ~

b '" .2Ho(o
K""P~

""00000 .. (5)

The solution of Equation (5) with the boundary conditions t;hat
e ~O ().4' '):..~1Z Ovv--cL cis ->0 CMl X~O) ~

~

bfi~ o.(.e-:x) - be-fiZ~ .... : .. (6)

O-(o.}·-l'J~ a..e :(i.>'-}')~o.€
.. ",
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........ (7)

The expression for ~ derived from Equation (6) is very complex and we
shall therefore consider a simpler set of conditions, which shows that a
number of valuable simp~cations may be made to the theory.

First we shall assume that the rate of rise of air temperature to
which the element is subjeoted is constant over its whole length by putting
j3 ,,0 in Equation (6). This then reduces to

e ~ ~.[I- ~JJ
Cosh a.oc.. .Expanding 1 - Cosh CiOl in a ccsme series and using known inversion

formulae (4) the expression for e follows

e:oI.ot{l- c.~M:x.J
C~ ll!.e

Fig.2 shows the temperature distribution to be expected in a detector
element 300 cms long after being subjected to a rate of rise of air
temperature of 300C per minute for two minutes. The value of "I is
taken as 20 records and 'the thermal diffusivity~~as 1 cm2 s-1. It can
be seen, therefore, that under this simplified condition, the temperature
rise of a detector element with these dimensions and physical properties
is sensibly uniform over almost the entire length of the element.

If the operation of the dete'ctor occurs when a given physical
property of the element undergoes a given change, which varies linearly
with temperature, then it is the mean temperature rise which will determine
the overall change in this property. The mean temperature rise e fW" is
given by

•••••••• (9).
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.. ~ . ''K.... -In the example taken rr ". ~H.t is equal to 2.2 x 10 3 and in most
practical cases will be very muc~ 2ess than unity. Thus Equation (10)
reduces to



Further, if ~~~ value of ~~~. ~
elements longer than about, 100 cms,

exceeds 10, which is likely for most

then the expression for (9""" becomes

CI '¥<v" :. 0( 0 {t - 'Y (, ~ e- (:/." )l..
Y . J" 00 •• 000.(12)

Equation (12) is identical with the expression which would be obtained
weI'S thl( element cons.Lder-ed-as a point detector element with the same value
of -r (1). It is thus possible to neglect the effect of thermal conductivity
in most cases where the length of element exceeds a given value, if it is
subjected to a uniformly rising air tempe,ature over its whole length.

It is now necessary to consider whether the above simplifications are
permi'ssible if the element is subjected to a rate of rise of air temperature
which varies over its l~ngth.~n·the form sug@Ssted at the outset of the
analysis. -

at any

c
e,.", = l,fe cL~c

o

- . f '.' '-e
= b(l_e-,,4e)_ b"B(I-~)-b~-}L~~ (14)

It (Ov'-J')- a.'-}! (C;<-L~}J rJ.<a-"-;J~

,
Equation (6) gives the Laplace transform of the temperature rise

point and the transform of. the mean temperature ..19--. is given by
,,"

r ,..

This gives

Now the prevf.ous values of 1', e. and R.:~used suggest that in many
ceses L. '-.{ 1 and tanh a..l -+- O. With these approximations

cosh~'" ~

Equation (1t) reduces to

e,..,,' :: b (, - -e-I~) _ b~
} Jt (a-L~ ~ ) . £1,-:-1,.e-+(7'""'""'Q.•.....---;8---:..)

'" . (1-'l'lJ')lJt Jt' -e-/UJ.a::. = 0(0 )t - I (I-.e. .,' .)
V/'NV. r';'i/l.t9~ L Q-i~) .r; ,fi"€

Some temperature ili.stributions near ceilings due to a fire have been
determined experimentally (3) and these show that the value of j3 is
probably of the order 10-3. cm-1• Thus 'I1l..} ,:.-<:::<: I and we may neglect
the second expression in Equation (15) which then reduces to

~ ,.,
" CI.tm'· =

....
0<.:0
i~ 000000 •• (16)
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Equation (16) shows that even when subjected to a varying rate of rise of
air temperature,. the effect of thermal conductivity in most line detector
elements may be neglected and they can be treated as an infinite number of
elemental detect~rs extended over a length ';2,f. •

3. The thermal testing of line dete cbona

Ideally, detectors should be tested under the conditions which occur in
practice. However, it is difficult to achieve these in a laboratory appar-atfia
and the followi~ method is suggested, which can be carried out in an apparatus
already in use ~5) for testing point detectors. This apparatus enables a
length of detector to be subjected to, a uniform rate of rise of air temperature.

It is important to note that the length of detector element used in any
given situation may vary widely and thus any test procedure in which a standard
length of detector is examined must yield results from which the performance of
any length may be assessed.

We will assume for example that a line detector is designed to operate
when its total resistance has changed by a given value 6. R. This is
equivalent to the "setting" (6) of a point detector. ' If the length of
detector which can be accommodated in the apparatus is 2L and its resistance
per unit length at ambient temperature is Ro ' then the re'sponse time t
when subjected to a rate of rise of air temperature 0( 0 will be given by
Equation (12) as '

•••••• '•. (17)

where is the temperature coefficient of resistance of the
element.

.I:/r
The response times of detectors are generally long enough to make e

small compared with unity and we obtain

'(

,\'

'-.

.•• • •.• • • •(18)

•••··••••• (19).
. '. '

Equation (18) shows that the response time of the detector will depend
markedly on the length of detector for any given value of bRas well
as the rate of rise of air temperature to which it is subjected. Thus; if
the response time of a detecto~ is limited to values such as have been
suggested for point detectors ~5), this suggests that the length of a line
detector with a given "setting~ should lie between limits Which give these
response times., If one of the criti£al values of response times at a rate
of rise of air temperature O<!'g. is C4' then it follows.;f'rom E,quation (18)
that the length of detector' Zt..c., which will give thisJ;'esponse 'time under
the same conditions is given by " '

I.. c e, L ~ - 1')
t: -"r)

The value of '/" may De"'deduced, using Equation (18), by determining
the response time of a given length of detector over a range of rates of
rise of air temperature. If in practice the rate of air temperature rise varies
exponentially from the centre of ~he element, as assuJ'ed in/the analysis in ,
Section 2 then the permissible Lengbh of' detector24/ can be deduced from
Equations (16) and (H3) which give c, "

I
_~ t; ..

(-e:.
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FiS.3 shows th~ relation'between Lo
5 x 10·'4 om·-1 and 2 x 10-3 om-1•

./
and Lc for values of (3 between

The previous arguments must bEf modified slightly if the detector to
be tested is of the "rate·,·of-rise"(2)J,ype. Here the detector consists of
two elements m.th values of'''' of ' r A and 1"a and operates wh~,n; we
shall assume, the difference in resistance b~tween the elements. bR has
reached a given value. It has been shown (2) that the response time will
be given by .

where

•••• •••• (21)

if the detector is subjeoted to a uniform rate of rise of air temperature.

In general T B >/'7 A and thus the response time is given
approximately by

Henoe, with the same notation as previously we deduce

/:; " L·L. te.
whence 2~o m~v be derived from Equation (20) as before.

4. Conclusions

00000""0(22)

••• 00"00(23)

Au a:o.alysis of the temperature distri.bution to be expected in the
element of a li.ne detector has shown that in many cases the problem may be
reduoed to one of an i.nfinite number of elemental point detectors, the
effect of thermal conduotivity on the distribution being negligible.

A method of assessing the thermal response of line deteotors has been
suggested whioh oould be carried out using an apparatus at present designed
for the testing of point deteotors. It is further shown that the maximum
and minimum lengths of a deteotor with a gi.ven setting may be derived, suoh
that its response time win be withi.n presoribed limits.
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FIG.. 3.. RELATION BETWEEN CRITICAL LENGTHS OF DETECTOR
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